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Becoming Wild
2014

twenty nine year old nikki and her companion micah fend off harsh weather wildlife the threat of starvation and other perils in an isolated archipelago of islands near
northern vancouver island to survive nikki must rely on her knowledge of b c s coastal flora and fauna and the ancient techniques of hunting and gathering

Wild Plants of the San Juan Islands
1985-01-01

illustrates and describes more than 190 wildflowers shrubs trees and grasses common to the san juan islands gulf islands and southern vancouver island

Long Beach Wild
2012-04-10

each year more than a million people visit the spectacular sweep of sand that stretches along vancouver island s west coast between tofino and ucluelet to watch waves
crash ashore on a series of beaches essentially one long beach separated by small rocky headlands a shoreline steps away from howling wolves and towering red cedars in
long beach wild a celebration of people and place on canada s rugged western shore local resident adrienne mason uses her intimate knowledge of the area and a selection
of historic and contemporary photos to explore the region s rich natural and cultural history mason shows how long beach was shaped by many forces including volcanoes
glaciers and torrents of water she describes how the deposits of gravel and silt that this tumult left behind allowed offshore kelp beds and sea otters to thrive and
supported the growth of countless other organisms from lichens and ferns to waterfowl and deer she also describes how first nations people found inspiration and
sustenance in the area for thousands of years hunting whales on the open ocean using harpoons with mussel shell blades and great lengths of cedar bark rope as well as
describing the traditions of the area s first nations mason

Wild Places
2021-06-15

one of the most spectacular places on earth vancouver island is a wonderland of dense rainforests rugged mountain trails breathtaking coastlines and natural beauty unlike
anywhere else in wild places vancouver island experienced outdoorsman and bestselling author john kimantas invites you to experience this scenic paradise for yourself
providing up to date information on how to access and navigate some of the island s most stunning regions wild places vancouver island anticipates the needs of hikers
fishers climbers mountain bikers campers kayakers and explorers of many backgrounds and interests with detailed maps and full colour photographs this is a book that will
lead you wherever you want to go even if you don t yet know where that is yourself whether you re going for an afternoon walk or journeying off the beaten path john will
enrich your experience with historic and practical information including internet resources and gps waypoints that will ensure you have the most dependable data for your
trip from hidden lakes to hilltop vistas with every captivating twist and turn in between vancouver island truly is an explorer s paradise discover its pristine beauty
for yourself with this essential guide

The Wild Side Guide to Vancouver Island's Pacific Rim
2010
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in their successful internationally published book a boat in our baggage maria coffey and dag goering described their year long worldwide expedition by kayak since then
they have continued to travel many parts of the globe including some of the last truly wild places of the british columbia coast their latest adventure a 1 000 plus
kilometre journey circumnavigating vancouver island in its entirety is detailed and illustrated in visions of the wild coffey and goering set off from their home on
protection island bc in july 1999 for three months they confronted some of the most exposed storm battered coastlines british columbia has to offer infamous places such
as cape scott estevan point and the imposing brooks peninsula all of which have become the sites of shipwrecks and fatalities the voyagers experienced deadly currents
whirlpools and enormous waves were buffeted relentlessly by wind and rain and spent many a wet miserable camping trip ashore but they also explored the serene waters of
nootka sound the gulf islands and the broken group islands where they saw stands of ancient rainforests interspersed with raw clearcuts and spectacular vistas of ocean
and sky juxtaposed with intricate coves rocks and reefs they had encounters with whales bears wolves sea lions and puffins and as they stopped at different native
villages fishing ports and old homesteads they made friends with many of the diverse people who call the island home brimming with breathtaking colour photographs and
compelling journal entries from all stages of their exciting kayaking journey visions of the wild is at once an inspiring chronicle of the adventure of a lifetime and a
beautiful book of photographs that rejoices in the untamed spirit of canada s west coast

Visions of the Wild
2001

this previously unknown collection of letters lets us experience colonial british columbia through the eyes of a young british naval officer who spent three years on
vancouver island commanding a royal navy gunboat during the cariboo gold rush a keen observer of life in the new world edmund hope verney corresponded on a regular basis
with his father a prominent british mp in his letters which are filled with lively narration and description candid commentary and fascinating personal detail he talks
about having the opportunity to observe a colony in its first stage of existence and to watch the development of a community

The Vancouver Island Letters of Edmund Hope Verney
2011-11-01

make the most of your trip to vancouver and vancouver island with dk eyewitness top 10 planning is a breeze with our simple lists of ten covering the region s best and
ensuring that you don t miss anything the pocket friendly format is light and easily portable the perfect companion while out and about with a new lightweight format this
vancouver travel guide is perfect for your pocket or bag when you re on the move inside you ll find top 10 lists of vancouver and vancouver island s must sees including
stanley park granville island the royal bc museum and whistler vancouver and vancouver island s most interesting areas with the best places for sightseeing food and drink
and shopping themed lists including the best parks and gardens beaches and bays first nations art and much more easy to follow itineraries perfect for a day trip a
weekend or a week a laminated pull out map of seattle plus five full colour area maps dk eyewitness top 10s have been helping travellers to make the most of their breaks
since 2002 take the work out of planning a short trip with the dk eyewitness top 10 series it s the ultimate travel guide packed with easy to read maps tips and tours to
make your weekend trip or cultural break memorable looking for more on canada s culture history and attractions try our dk eyewitness canada we publish guides to more
than 200 destinations worldwide from pocket sized city guides to detailed country guides

Vancouver's Island
1859

set on the edge of the pacific and bursting with culture and life vancouver is a delight to explore immerse yourself in the best of the city with moon vancouver explore
the city navigate by neighborhood or by activity with color coded maps or follow one of our self guided neighborhood walks see the sights bike along the coast at stanley
park kayak local waterways learn about indigenous history at the vancouver museum of anthropology and soak in gorgeous nature views from atop grouse mountain get a taste
of the city sip a perfect pour over coffee browse the artistically arranged stalls at the granville island public market or dig into some of the best chinese food in
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north america bars and nightlife sample local craft beer enjoy cocktails on lush patios or in cozy speakeasies and plug into vancouver s artsy side with an eclectic
lineup of everything from indie rock to world music local advice vancouver expert carolyn b heller shares her favorite places in her adopted city strategic itineraries
see the best of vancouver with itineraries designed for families gourmands history buffs nature lovers and artists with day trips to victoria vancouver island and
whistler full color photos and detailed maps so you can explore on your own handy tools background information on the landscape history and culture packaged in a book
slim enough to fit in your coat pocket experience the real vancouver with moon s practical tips and insider know how hitting the road check out moon vancouver canadian
rockies road trip

DK Eyewitness Top 10 Vancouver and Vancouver Island
2024-05-02

this volume completes the nonpasserine species and contains accounts for the diurnal birds of prey through woodpeckers

Moon Vancouver: With Victoria, Vancouver Island & Whistler
2020-06-23

a freshly designed new edition of a funny weekly chronicle that offers a year long intimate view of the flora and fauna populating the west coast a year on the wild side
is a witty commentary on the social and natural history of vancouver island composed of 52 essays arranged in 12 monthly chapters this engaging book reveals the magic and
humour of the natural world and reminds us of our place within it as the weeks and seasons unfold with the turning of the pages you ll be in sync with the living world
that surrounds you discover what berries are ripe and the best time to pick them learn why the termites swarm where the herring spawn and when the maple leaves fall get
up close and personal with fascinating creatures like the snowy owl the giant pacific octopus the river otter and more the west coast is abundantly alive and a year on
the wild side invites you to indulge in unforgettable experiences week by week all year long

The Birds of British Columbia
1997-06-01

this is the perfect book for those who love to explore the seashore but also love walking through forests and seaside meadows whether discovering inviting stretches of
sandy beach hiking along rugged cliffs or strolling through quiet estuaries visitors to these trails will usually be far away from the crowds who chose to drive directly
to the more popular touristy beaches each of the walks in this book is accompanied by a colourful easy to follow map and step by step descriptions of what to expect by
scanning through the clearly presented information walkers can select an easy level route suitable for all abilities or a challenging wilderness trail perfect for the
more adventurous in addition they can look at the full colour photographs accompanying each description in order to choose the most enticing outing a large scale planning
map of vancouver island makes driving strategies easy whether to the relatively sheltered east coast or the wild and rugged west coast complete with full colour photos
and maps seaside walks on vancouver island is the only book of its kind and it will serve locals and tourists alike as an invaluable guide for lovers of both lush coastal
forests and ocean shores

A Year on the Wild Side
2018

wild coast publishing is proud to introduce our second book in a colourful and comprehensive guide for the south coast of vancouver island volume 2 covers some of the
world s best coastal exploration from wild and untamed west coast trail rarely examined from the marine perspective down through juan de fuca strait greater victoria the
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saanich islands the entire gulf islands in unrivalled detail the ballenas winchelsea archipelago denman and hornby islands and finally comox harbour all documented in the
detail you need to plan a trip including all the latest bc marine trail information it adds to that with dozens of new never before documented camping locations as well
as features to see and practical information on how to best transit this varied coastline it is required reading for anyone visiting the bc coastline or just dreaming of
it if you have heard of or are looking for the wild coast series of guide books the bc coast explorer guide books are the updated and improved replacements featuring the
latest in the marine trail guide information and improved cartography volume 2 of the bc coast explorer series bridges the geographic region covered in the wild coast vol
1

Seaside Walks on Vancouver Island
2014-03-24

rugged yet serene the north and west coasts of vancouver island are unlike anywhere else wave sculpted rocks sea caves and fjords old growth forests incredible wildlife
and white sandy beaches make this an unbeatable destination the wild coast the first of kimantas s three guides to all the coasts of british columbia is now available in
a completely revised and updated edition this book is for those who want to explore the coast from cape scott in the north all the way to esquimalt in the south whether
by kayak or boat on foot or even in an rv an introduction to the local geography history and ecology lures you into each region and information about attractions in the
area allows you to plan side excursions hiking trails wilderness campsites and locations to view wildlife are all marked on the more than 90 maps that are scattered
throughout the chapters and kayakers especially will appreciate the insider information on good beach locations launch points reefs and hazards

BC Coast Explorer Volume 2: Vancouver Island South
2019-12-16

the pacific rim of vancouver island s wild west coast with its picturesque coastal villages of tofino and ucluelet and expansive wave washed sands of long beach has
become one of canada s top tourist destinations in this updated edition of the wild side guide to vancouver island s pacific rim longtime tofino resident wilderness
traveller author and photographer jacqueline windh shares her secrets about travelling around the region she provides necessary information on how to get there where to
stay what to do where to eat as well as the little stories and inside scoops that will enrich any visitor s experience with windh s beautiful photography accompanying the
text this useful guide will serve as an inspiration to visit and an enduring reminder to return to this beautiful place again

The Wild Coast
2011-05

moon travel guides your world your way steep mountains divide dense rainforests and rocky shores from thriving modern cities discover the rugged and the cosmopolitan with
moon victoria vancouver island inside you ll find strategic itineraries in an easy to navigate format such as the best of vancouver island family camping trip and first
nations highlights curated advice from local writer andrew hempstead full color with vibrant helpful photos detailed maps and directions for exploring on your own
activities and ideas for every traveler complete one of the world s great coastal hikes or try your hand at stand up paddleboarding through protected fjords surf the wild
coast or experience the thrill of hooking a giant salmon taste seafood fresh from the ocean in downtown victoria and admire the city s timeless architecture spend the day
in the colorful butchart gardens or learn about the region s natural history at the royal bc museum in depth coverage of victoria sidney souther gulf islands nanaimo port
alberni ucluelet pacific rim national park tofino oceanside the comox valley the campbell river port mcneill port hardy and the far north and more background information
on the landscape culture and neighborhood history essential insight for travelers on recreation transportation and accommodations packaged in a book slim enough to fit in
your daypack with moon victoria vancouver island s practical tips myriad activities and an insider s view on the best things to do and see you can plan your trip your way
expanding your trip try moon british columbia craving more of canada s incredible wilderness check out moon banff national park
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The Wild Side Guide to Vancouver Island's Pacific Rim
2010

a full colour field guide for the curious amateur naturalist traveller or hiker who wishes to learn to identify flowering plants that may be encountered while in the
outdoors of coastal british columbia and vancouver island during the usual blooming season neil jennings s new series of colourful and easy to use wildflower guides
introduces amateur naturalists to some of the more commonly found wildflowers in western canada along with hundreds of colour photos and informative descriptions
containing both common and scientific flower names the blossoms profiled are arranged by their predominant colour and the books themselves are designed to be small and
lightweight enough to encourage the user to take them into the field whether hiking walking camping or adventuring in the great outdoors these charming books are packed
with useful information for anyone interested in enhancing their enjoyment of the natural world by learning about the flora encountered indeed the ability to make an
accurate identification of various wild plants is satisfying in and of itself and the user will also be better equipped to avoid certain plants that should not be
tampered with owing to their toxicity scarcity or sharp spines or edges

Vancouver Island and British Columbia
1865

the great bear rainforest is the fabled region that stretches up the rugged pacific coast from the top of vancouver island to southern alaska a longtime resident of the
area award winning photographer and conservationist ian mcallister takes us on a deeply personal journey from the headwaters of the great bear rainforest s unexplored
river valleys down to where the ocean meets the rainforest and finally to the hidden depths of the offshore world along the way we meet the spectacular wildlife that
inhabits the great bear rainforest in a not so unusual week mcallister quietly observes twenty seven bears fishing for salmon three of which are the famed pure white
grizzlies kermodes mcallister introduces us to the first nations people who have lived there for millennia and have become his close friends and allies and to the
scientists conducting groundbreaking research and racing against time to protect the rainforest from massive energy projects

Moon Victoria & Vancouver Island
2014-05-06

a well illustrated guide to bc s south coast and the east coast of vancouver island including history and geography 10 distinct areas are identified with attractions
ecology amenities place names landing and camp sites

Popular Wildflowers of Coastal British Columbia and Vancouver Island
2020-04-21

an enchanting and evocative look at the unique relationship between a solitary island dwelling wolf and a renowned wildlife photographer a lone wild wolf lives on a small
group of uninhabited islands in british columbia s salish sea surrounded by freighter oil tanker and other boat traffic and in close proximity to a large urban area his
name is takaya which is the coast salish first nations people s word for wolf cheryl alexander studied and documented this unique wolf for years unravelling the many
mysteries surrounding his life her documentation of takaya s journey his life on the islands and the development of their deep connection is presented alongside a
stunning collection of her photography through journal entries interviews and a stunning collection of photography takaya lone wolf addresses a number of profound
questions and tells a story that is certain to inspire enlighten and touch the heart it is the story of a wild animal alone yet at peace
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Vancouver Island
1862

a man and his river is a love story and a story of personal journey set on the banks of the nitinat river on vancouver island it is about the inherent and universal
feeling of being near flowing water and the experiences of nature and wildlife that share the banks this book is also a summary of the author s lifetime of fishing
vancouver islands 123 watersheds and the pursuits of its diversity of salmon and trout while providing tales of wildlife encounters and big fish the author also provides
the reader with details on the various techniques and gear that can be employed on most rivers on the west coast dc reid is acknowledged as the writer who best
exemplifies and extends the legacy of roderick haig brown in the 21st century and his latest work is his attempt to carry on that legacy

Great Bear Wild
2021-02

this enhanced ebook includes 13 audio and video clips with footage of the rare white spirit bear whales wolves and audio of humpback whale feeding calls ian mcallister
conservationist photographer and longtime great bear rainforest resident takes us on a deeply personal journey from the headwaters of the region s unexplored river
valleys down to the hidden depths of the offshore world globally renowned for its astonishing biodiversity the great bear rainforest is also one of the most endangered
landscapes on the planet where first nations people fight for their way of life as massive energy projects threaten entire ecosystems this stunning collection of
photographs and personal narrative is the product of twenty five years of mcallister s research exploration and campaigning for the spectacular area he calls home

The Wild Coast III : a Kayaking, Hiking and Recreation Guide for BC's South Coast and East Vancouver Island
2007

consistently rated the best guides to the regions covered readable tasteful appealingly designed strong on dining lodging and history national geographic traveler more
than a million people visit vancouver island by air and sea each year three quarters of them from outside canada besides detailed coverage of victoria eric lucas gives
wide ranging context to the island s culture cuisine and arts there s also a wealth of practical information to help you plan your stay in this land of natural wonders

Takaya
2020-09-29

island turns and tours is the follow up winter supplement to philip stone s acclaimed guide to the vancouver island mountains island alpine turns and tours covers the
best backcountry ski and snowboard destinations on vancouver island highlighting strathcona park along with information for snowshoeing and spring hiking

Prize Essay. Vancouver Island: its resources and capabilities, as a colony. By Charles Forbes. [With an
appendix.]
1862

the rugged physical beauty of the west coast of vancouver island has long been a major attraction but its distinctive avian population has also made it a major
birdwatching destination the birds of vancouver island s west coast presents accounts of all of the species thus far recorded as occurring in the region 360 in total and
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updates the 231 species recorded up to 1978 each account includes a brief introduction to the species and an overview of its total range the essential guide to the birds
of the region this book will inform delight and surprise amateur and professional birders alike

Man and His River
2022-11-15

from the ocean to the mountains go off the beaten path and into the heart of western canada with moon vancouver canadian rockies road trip flexible itineraries drive the
entire two week road trip or follow strategic routes like a week long drive along the coast of british columbia with suggestions for shorter getaways to victoria
vancouver banff lake louise jasper and the okanagan eat sleep stop and explore with lists of the best trails views and more you can hike the rocky mountains canoe in lake
louise and snorkel with seals in the pacific explore one of vancouver s many parks soak up the surfer vibe in tofino or go wine tasting in the okanagan maps and driving
tools 49 easy to use maps keep you oriented on and off the highway along with site to site mileage driving times detailed directions for the entire route and full color
photos throughout local expertise seasoned road tripper and vancouver local carolyn b heller shares her passion for the mountains shores and rich history of vancouver and
the canadian rockies planning your trip know when and where to get gas how to avoid traffic and tips for driving in different road and weather conditions with moon
vancouver canadian rockies road trip s practical tips flexible itineraries and local know how you re ready to fill up the tank and hit the road looking to explore more of
north america on wheels try the open road about moon travel guides moon was founded in 1973 to empower independent active and conscious travel we prioritize local
businesses outdoor recreation and traveling strategically and sustainably moon travel guides are written by local expert authors with great stories to tell and they can t
wait to share their favorite places with you for more inspiration follow moonguides on social media

Great Bear Wild
2014-12-08

conservation translocation the movement of species for conservation benefit includes reintroducing species into the wild reinforcing dwindling populations helping species
shift ranges in the face of environmental change and moving species to enhance ecosystem function conservation translocation can lead to clear conservation benefits and
can excite and engage a broad spectrum of people however these projects are often complex and involve careful consideration and planning of biological and socio economic
issues this volume draws on the latest research and experience of specialists from around the world to help provide guidance on best practice and to promote thinking over
how conservation translocations can continue to be developed the key concepts cover project planning biological and social factors influencing the efficacy of
translocations and how to deal with complex decision making this book aims to inspire inform and help practitioners maximise their chances of success and minimise the
risks of failure

Explorer's Guide Victoria & Vancouver Island: A Great Destination (Explorer's Great Destinations)
2011-06-06

in islands of truth daniel clayton examines a series of encounters with the native peoples and territory of vancouver island in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries although he focuses on a particular region and period clayton also meditates on how representations of land and people and studies of the past serve and shape
specific interests and how the dawn of native western contact in this part of the world might be studied 200 years later in the light of ongoing struggles between natives
and non natives over land and cultural status between the 1770s and 1850s the native people of vancouver island were engaged by three sets of forces that were of general
importance in the history of western overseas expansion the west s scientific exploration of the world in the age of enlightenment capitalist practices of exchange and
the geopolitics of nation state rivalry islands of truth discusses these developments the geographies they worked through and the stories about land identity and empire
stemming from this period that have shaped understanding of british columbia s past and present clayton questions premises underlying much of present b c historical
writing arguing that international literature offers more fruitful ways of framing local historical experiences islands of truth is a timely provocative and vital
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contribution to post colonial studies

Island Turns and Tours
2014-09-02

still regarded as the bible for both new and experienced kayakers after more than thirty years in print sea kayaking covers the basics of equipment and technique
including types of paddles and strokes as well as such essential skills as how to read the weather and the water how to navigate with and without gps and how to travel
with a group drawing on his many years of experience paddling in all climates john dowd presents practical advice on dealing with potential hazards from surf to sea ice
to sharks carrying out rescues and planning for long distance expeditions new for this edition are hints about digital technologies for planning and navigating while
kayak touring as well as lots of tips for outfitting boats adapting equipment and finessing fishing technique while kayak angling whether casting and jigging for fun on a
day trip or trolling for dinner on a longer expedition also fully updated are the sections on managing risk and the inspiring stories of adventure including freya
hoffmeister s record breaking circumnavigation of australia and japanese paddlers increasingly challenging trips around the islands and beyond as a sport sea kayaking
continues to evolve once the sport of a very few long distance paddlers embarking on international expeditions then the recreational pursuit of many weekend tourers sea
kayaking is now popular with many day trippers as well as more and more paddlers take to the water for the day the weekend or many months this classic guide continues to
be required reading for those seeking adventure on the open ocean

Frommer's Vancouver Island, the Gulf Islands & the San Juan Islands
2009

it s no secret that canadians love beer and in the western provinces the large number of successful microbreweries continues to prove that distinct beer high quality beer
is important to our national pint lovers beer quest west is for homebrewers and beer aficionados alike this is your guide to the best of the west alberta and british
columbia are host to over seventy microbreweries and that number is increasing every year in this comprehensive field guide each brewery is fully described complete with
location the story of the brewery profiles of the faces behind the brew and of course their core list of beers terminology is explained and author jon stott discusses the
grain to glass process and the many different beer styles produced in the western provinces whether you favour an ipa a lager a porter or stout you ll find your pint
between the pages of beer quest west

The Progressive Fish Culturist
1985

the comox valley will delight and entertain long time residents newcomers and visitors to the area as well as armchair travellers from snowcapped mountains and delicate
sub alpine meadows to sandy beaches and secluded bays the comox valley offers a fascinating look at one of the most popular regions on vancouver island the area that
stretches along the east coast of vancouver island from fanny bay to black creek including the communities of comox courtenay cumberland and merville as well as denman
and hornby islands the comox valley is known for its natural beauty diverse recreational opportunities and as a vibrant centre of the arts in a blend of stunning colour
photographs and lighthearted informative text the book explores the mountains rivers beaches and sheltered waters of this unique geographic region journey to rural farms
and lively urban centres get a behind the scenes glimpse of a canadian air force base and experience the laid back charm of denman and hornby islands discover a historic
mining village ancient sites of first nations battles and the fossilized remains of an 80 million year old elasmosaur learn why the comox valley has such a high
concentration of artists and meet some genuine west coast characters including a legend from the days of old time logging the comox valley will delight and entertain long
time residents newcomers and visitors to the area as well as armchair travellers paula wild boomer jerritt and rick james provide an intimate portrait of an incredibly
beautiful and special place
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The Birds of Vancouver Island’s West Coast
2018-04-01

reprint of the revision of the 1975 edition each plant is illustrated in color with scientific name family a botanical description habitat distribution and its uses with
warnings about similar injurious species annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Moon Vancouver & Canadian Rockies Road Trip
2023-03-07

this publication lists the plants found on vancouver queen charlotte islands arranged taxonomically information provided where available for each species includes common
scientific name geographic distribution and relative abundance

Conservation Translocations
2022-12-31

Islands of Truth
1999-12-01

Sea Kayaking
2015-04-20

Beer Quest West
2011

The Year Book of British Columbia and Manual of Provincial Information
1897

The Comox Valley
2006
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Food Plants of Coastal First Peoples
1995

A Preliminary Catalogue of the Flora of Vancouver and Queen Charlotte Islands
1921
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